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This invention relates to combination card and money 
carrying cases or billfolds, and particularly to such an 
‘article of minimum size and maximum convenience. 

Combination card and money-carrying cases are known 
wherein several pockets are provided for cards of dif 
ferent types and wherein an elongated pocket is provided 
for paper money. The present invention is a simpli?ca 
tion of such cases or billfolds, and is constructed of a 
minimum number of parts or elements to provide a light, 
?at combination card and money case. 
The principal object of the invention, therefore, is to 

facilitate the carrying of cards and money in the same 
case. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a com 
bination card and money-carrying case wherein the cards 
are maintained separate from the money contained 
therein. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a ?ex 

ible card ‘and money-carrying case constructed of a 
minimum number of parts or elements and which is 
light in weight and of maximum convenience. 
A better understanding of this invention may be had 

from the following detailed description when read in 
connection with the accompanying drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing a partially open 
combination card and money case embodying the in 
vention; 

Fig. 2 is a plan view of the invention in wide open 
position; 

Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view taken along the line 
3-3 of Fig. 2; and 

Fig. 4 is a partial cross-sectional view taken along 
the line 4-4 of Fig. 2. 

Referring, now, to the drawings in which the same 
reference numerals identify like elements, a backing 
cover member 5 of any suitable material, such as leather 
or plastic, has an inner ?ap 6 sewn thereto, the ?ap 
having a rectangular portion 7 and a portion 8 with a 
substantially S-shaped edge 9, the portion 8 starting 
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from a point adjacent the end of a transverse center 
line of the backing cover 5 and extending to a point ad 
jacent the opposite corner of the backing cover. The 
inner ?ap 6 is sewn to the backing cover 5 along one 
edge, as shown at 10 and 11, while the backing cover 
may have a sewn turned-over edge as shown at 12, 13, 
14, and 15. Adjacent to the center line of the backing 
cover 5 and in the long edge of flap 6 is a cut-out notch 
16 to facilitate the folding of the case. The money is 
placed between the backing cover 5 and the ?ap 6, one 
end of the money being exposed in the area not covered 
by the portion 8. 
To provide a card-carrying pocket, a generally rec 

tangular section 18 is sewn along three edges thereof, 
as shown at 19, to the rectangular portion 7 of the ?ap 
6, one end of the section 18 having a cut-out notch 21 
in the shape of a substantially reversed S-shaped curve 
for ease in inserting ‘and removing cards. 
The case is thus provided with a money pocket and a 

separate card pocket, to both of which access may be 
obtained readily. The case is made of only three ele 
ments or parts, such as the backing cover 5, the ?ap 
6, and the section 18. When the three elements of 
the case are made of thin material, the case is exceed 
ingly flat and may be easily carried in ‘any pocket de 
sired. 

I claim: 
1. A combination card and money case comprising a 

rectangular backing cover foldable on a center line along 
its shorter ‘dimension, an internal ?ap having a rec 
tangular portion on one side of said center line and a 
portion on the other side thereof, said ?ap being sewed 
along its longest edge to said backing cover, and a third 
section attached ‘along three edges thereof to the rec 
tangular portion of said internal ?ap. 

2. A combination card and money case in accord 
ance with claim 1 in ‘which said portion of said internal 
?ap has its longest edge in a substantially S-shaped curve. 

3. A combination card and money case in accordance 
with claim 1 in which said third section has one edge 
thereof in a substantially reversed S-shaped curve. 

4. A combination card and money case in accordance 
with claim 1 in which one of said three edges along 
which said third section is attached is along said center 
line of said backing cover. 
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